Cancer/Testis (CT) genes, normally expressed in germ line cells but also activated in a wide range of cancer types, often encode antigens that are immunogenic in cancer patients, and present potential for use as biomarkers and targets for immunotherapy. Using multiple in silico gene expression analysis technologies, including twice the number of expressed sequence tags used in previous studies, we have performed a comprehensive genomewide survey of expression for a set of 153 previously described CT genes in normal and cancer expression libraries. We find that although they are generally highly expressed in testis, these genes exhibit heterogeneous gene expression profiles, allowing their classification into testis-restricted (39), testis/brain-restricted (14) , and a testis-selective (85) group of genes that show additional expression in somatic tissues. The chromosomal distribution of these genes confirmed the previously observed dominance of X chromosome location, with CT-X genes being significantly more testis-restricted than non-X CT. Applying this core classification in a genome-wide survey we identified >30 CT candidate genes; 3 of them, PEPP-2, OTOA, and AKAP4, were confirmed as testisrestricted or testis-selective using RT-PCR, with variable expression frequencies observed in a panel of cancer cell lines. Our classification provides an objective ranking for potential CT genes, which is useful in guiding further identification and characterization of these potentially important diagnostic and therapeutic targets.
gene index ͉ prediction C ancer/Testis (C/T) genes are a heterogeneous group that are normally expressed predominantly in germ cells and in trophoblasts, and yet are aberrantly activated in up to 40% of various types of cancer types (1) . A subset of the CT genes has been shown to encode antigens that are immunogenic and elicit humoral and cellular immune responses in cancer patients (2) . Because of their restricted expression profile in normal tissues and because the testis is an immunoprivileged site, the CT antigens are emerging as strong candidates for therapeutic cancer vaccines, as revealed by early-phase clinical trials (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) . Biologically, the CT genes provide a model to better understand complex gene regulation and aberrant gene activation during cancer.
Any gene that exhibits an mRNA expression profile restricted to the testis and neoplastic cells can be termed a CT gene. Existing definitions of CT genes vary in the literature, from genes expressed exclusively in adult testis germ cells and malignant tumors (1, 11) to dominant testicular expression (12) , possible additional presence in placenta and ovary and epigenetic regulation (13) , or membership of a gene family and localization on the X chromosome (14) . Reflecting this lack of a consensus definition, an increasing number of heterogeneous CT candidates have appeared in the literature, with available expression profile information frequently limited to the original defining articles. In some cases, e.g., ACRBP, the original CT-restricted expression in normal tissues could not be confirmed by subsequent experiments (1) . Partially due to this lack of a clear and broadly applicable definition, or ''type specimen,'' for a CT gene, it has become increasingly challenging to identify the CT genes that are most suitable for cancer vaccine development. Moreover, this incoherent classification increases the risk of pursuing unsuitable clinical targets. However, with more expression data becoming available, CT gene transcripts of genes originally thought to have the CT expression profile are being detected in additional tissues (1) , resulting in the more stringent ''testis-restricted'' description being altered to one of ''testispreference.'' Based on a compilation from the published literature, the CT database now lists Ͼ130 RefSeq nucleotide identifiers as CT genes that belong to 83 gene families (www. cta.lncc.br). An analysis of the human X chromosome has also suggested that as many as 10% of the genes on this chromosome may be CT genes (15) . Given this increasing number of CT and CT-like genes, their comprehensive classification based on expression profiles is essential for our understanding of their biological role and regulation of expression.
In an attempt to resolve this and to identify new CT antigens, we have taken an in silico approach to produce a comprehensive survey of CT gene expression profiles by combining expression information from an existing corpus of Ͼ8,000 cDNA libraries (16) together with the depth and resolution provided by massively parallel signature sequencing (MPSS) expression libraries (17) , cap-analysis of Gene Expression (CAGE) libraries (18) , and a survey using semiquantitative reverse-transcription PCR (RT-PCR) on a panel of 22 normal tissues. As a result, we have created a coherent classification of CT genes, and new CT genes have been identified using well-informed, structured prediction and confirmation criteria.
Results and Discussion
CT classification. CT genes were classified into 3 groups, testisrestricted, testis/brain-restricted and testis-selective, based on their expression profiles obtained from a manually curated corpus of cDNA, MPSS, CAGE expression libraries and RT-PCR (see Dataset S1 for MPSS and CAGE library annotation and http://evocontology.org for the cDNA annotation). By merging expression information using different technology platforms, we were able to leverage their individual strengths-the breadth of tissue coverage associated with the cDNA/EST expression libraries, the high sensitivity of CAGE/MPSS and the ability to custom-tailor PCR primers. Of 153 genes, 39 with transcripts present only in adult testis and no other normal adult tissue except for placenta were classified as testis-restricted; 14 CT genes with additional expression in other adult immunorestricted sites (all regions of the brain) were classified as testis/brain-restricted, and 85 genes, designated as testisselective, were ranked by the ratio of testis/placenta expression relative to other expression in normal adult tissues (see Fig. 1 for Fig. 1 . Merged expression profiles of CT-X (left array) and non-X CT genes (Right) based on expression data from RT-PCR and cDNA, MPSS and CAGE libraries from tissues sources annotated as normal and ''adult'' (Lower) or ''cancer.'' Expression in normal testis, placenta, and selected tissues is marked. Color reflects the support for the expression of a CT genes in a given anatomical site (blue for low combined expression evidence Ն1, red for strong support from at least 3 sources (for the normal tissue panel) with a total score Ն3) or 2 sources (the cancer panel lacking RT-PCR data), respectively. The most abundant expression (red) is seen in testis for most genes, particularly in the non-X CT group. Expression values were normalized on a per-gene basis relative to the combined normal testis/placenta expression confidence (Lower) or the source of the highest cancer expression confidence (Upper). The 3 CT annotation groups (testis-restricted, testis/brain-restricted and testis-selective) are highlighted. See Dataset S3 for the full list of CT classifications.
the expression array, Fig. 2 for the PCR panel of selected testis-restricted CT genes, and Fig. S1 and Dataset S2 for arrays from individual expression sources).
An uneven chromosomal distribution of the CT genes was observed, with 83 of 153 genes (54%) being on the X chromosome, and 70 on non-X chromosomes (Fig. S2) . Furthermore, 35 CT-X genes were classified as testis-restricted, whereas only 4 non-X CT genes belong to this group. An additional 12 CT-X genes were found to be testis/brain-restricted, compared with 2 non-X testis/ brain-restricted CT genes. CT-X gene family members thus appear to be under more stringent transcriptional restriction in somatic tissues, whereas non-X CT genes are more broadly expressed. This validates the CT gene classification into CT-X and CT non-X groups, with the CT-X group being of particular interest for therapeutic approaches.
Twenty-six CT-X and 59 non-X CT genes belong to the testis-selective category, and 36 of these genes (5 CT-X and 31 non-X CT) had Ͼ50% of the expression evidence derived from non-testis or placental libraries, indicating that these might not qualify as CT genes.
Seven CT genes were not identified in any library at all (2 CT-X and 5 non-X CT). An additional 8 CT-X genes (SPANX-N1, PAGE1, CSAG1, SSX5/6/7/9, and CT45-2) were not present in any testis-annotated library. Of these, SSX5 and SSX7 have been shown to be expressed in testis by RT-PCR (19) , suggesting a likely discrepancy in mapping short sequence tags to their genomic counterparts, an expected phenomenon for large and highly homologous gene families like SSX. In contrast, the absence of testicular expression of SSX6 and SSX9 was confirmed in that study, indicating that some of the currently recognized CT genes could either be silent or expressed at extremely low levels in testis. The full list with classification and raw expression scores across the merged expression array can be found in Dataset S3.
Associations between different CT gene properties and their assigned classification were analyzed using the APRIORI algorithm. Besides being more likely testis-restricted, CT-X genes were found to be more often members of multigene families than non-X CTs. In addition, Gene Ontology terms showed CT-X genes to be more often in the ''molecular function unknown'' and ''biological process unknown'' categories, whereas the non-X CTs are associated with known functions such as meiosis, sexual reproduction, and gametogenesis (see Dataset S4 for all attributes and annotations).
While the description of CT-X genes such as NY-ESO-1 (20), SSX2 (21) , and MAGE-A1 (22) match our classification-all are in the testis-restricted category-not all CT genes were found to be as testis-restricted as described in the literature. BAGE, SPO11, LIPI, LDHC, and BRDT, considered to be testisrestricted based on a tissue panel of 13 non-gametogenic normal tissues (1), fall into the testis-selective category in our screen, most likely due to a larger amount of expression sources sampled. Despite the broader coverage we could not confirm an expression of MAGE-A1, MAGE-C1, and NY-ESO-1 at low levels in the pancreas reported in the same study. In agreement with the study in ref. 1, we found IL13RA1, ACRBP, and SPA17 to be expressed in a wide variety of tissues, falling into the lower end of the testis-selective category.
In the present study, we have ranked the testis-selective genes based upon the ratios of their expression evidence in testis and placenta relative to other somatic tissues, rather than using fixed thresholds and the number of somatic tissues in which a CT candidate is allowed as the distinguishing criteria for CT versus non-CT genes (2) . Genes without any somatic expression have unique potential for cancer vaccines and other therapeutic approaches to cancer. From past work involving screening of larger sets of genes (23), a cutoff was introduced that defined CT candidate genes as genes with 2-fold higher expression evidence in testis and placenta relative to all other somatic normal tissues. This approach was complementary to our current one and will not require updated thresholds as the number of sampled tissue sources increases.
Intriguingly, a number of CT genes were found to be expressed in no somatic tissues except for brain, suggesting the presence of a distinctive transcriptional control mechanism that functions with tissue specificity in germ cells and in brain. There have been relatively few studies of CT gene expression in different anatomical regions of normal brain and similarly not many in brain tumors (24, 25) , except for NXF2, which was shown to be expressed in normal brain (26) . Our in silico study has discovered a broader subset of CT genes with brain expression, among them members of the otherwise fully testis-restricted GAGE and MAGE families, found to be expressed in the hippocampus and cerebral cortex. A previous study has similarly identified a group of cancer/testis/brain (CTB) antigens (27) . However, despite the bioinformatic evidence, we have not been able to confirm the expression of selected CT genes (MAGEA9, MAGEC2, PASD1, and GAGE) in tissue samples from total brain, cerebellum, caudate nucleus, thalamus, frontal cortex, occipital cortex, pons, or amygdala by RT-PCR (data not shown), and whether these genes are expressed in brain remains to be proven.
Distribution of CT Genes in Cancer Tissues. Our ranking by the number of different cancer types and anatomical sites of CT genes expressed in cancer-annotated libraries distinguishes CT-''rich'' and CT-''poor'' tumors based on the in silico analysis obtained from cDNA, CAGE, and MPSS libraries ( Fig. 1 and Dataset S5). The broadest distribution of CT genes was found in germ cell tumors, melanomas and lung carcinomas, adenocarcinomas and chondrosarcomas. Breadth of cancer expression was uncorrelated with tissue restriction in normal tissues (r ϭ 0.18 for CT-X genes, r ϭ 0.02 for non-X CT genes using Spearman rank correlation); for instance, the fully testisrestricted CT genes, such as MAGEA2/A2B and CTAG2, were found to be present in a variety of different tumor tissues.
Melanoma, non-small-cell lung cancer, hepatocelluar carcinoma and bladder cancer have been identified as high CT gene expressors, with breast and prostate cancer being moderate and leukemia/lymphoma, renal and colon cancer low expressors (1). Our in silico analysis confirms this distinction, in particular for tumor tissues well represented by the available libraries, showing a broad distribution of CT genes expressed in cancers of skin including melanoma (43% of CT genes with cancer expression were found in at least one melanoma library), lung (37%), and liver (34%). Strong presence of CT expression found in the present study but not by previous RT-PCR studies includes tumors from germ cells (39%), stomach (28%), and cartilage (chondrosarcomas, 26%). One reason for this discrepancy could be the lack of RT-PCR data for certain tumors, e.g., gastric cancer is much rarer than other carcinomas in the Western world, and mesenchymal tumors are also not well represented in many of the RT-PCR studies to date. Our in silico information may thus serve as a guide for future experimental investigations, especially useful for recently described CT genes not yet analyzed in great detail. Discrepancies are also likely to occur due to the potential inclusion of cancer cell line samples in the survey that, unlike normal tissue samples explicitly labeled as normal, are often not diistinguished from primary tumor samples. A third reason for this observed discrepancy could be the bias that resulted from differences in library numbers studied for each tumor type: for instance, ovarian cancer is CT-rich by RT-PCR but not evident from our in silico study, possibly due to the low number of available ovarian cDNA libraries. However, colon cancer, a CT-poor tumor, was correctly shown to have low frequency of CT genes despite the large number of colon libraries in the databases, and this would argue that the difference in library numbers may not have been a significant factor. Last, the in silico finding of high CT expression in germ cell tumor represents a special situation that can be explained by two reasons. One is that a subset of CT genes, particularly the non-X CTs, encode proteins with known specific functions in germ cells, and their expression in germ cell tumors represents the preserved expression of lineage-specific markers-rather than aberrant gene activation, conceptually similar to the expression of thyroglobulin by thyroid cancer or prostate specific antigen by prostate cancer. The other reason would be that the germ cell tumors from which the mRNA expression profiles were derived could have been contaminated by the adjacent or entrapped testicular tissue, which provides the source for CT gene transcripts when the germ cell tumor was actually negative for the CT gene in question.
CT Candidate Prediction. Prediction of CT candidates based on their expression profiles in cDNA, MPSS, and CAGE libraries resulted in 28 genes supported by 2 expression platforms in the testis-or testis/brain-restricted category, including 10 known CT genes and 18 novel CT candidates (Fig. S3 and Dataset S6 ). An additional, less stringent screen for CT-X genes identified 47 genes in the same categories, including 34 known CT genes and 13 novel candidates. After manual curation, the list of novel candidates was extended to include the highest scoring testisselective CT-X candidates, TKTL1 and NXF3, the latter being a known CT gene, a member of the NXF2 CT family (28) .
Of 33 novel CT candidate genes, 12 most promising genes were manually selected for experimental validation by RT-PCR based on an evaluation of available gene expression data in human cancer. Of the 5 X-and 7 non-X-chromosomal candidates, 11 transcripts could be amplified, whereas transcripts from VCX2 were not detected in any of the 23 normal tissue RNA samples. Three of the amplified gene transcripts exhibited testis-restricted (AKAP4) or testis-selective (PEPP-2, OTOA) expression (data not shown). RT-PCR products of these genes were also detected in samples from a panel of 30 cancer cell lines.
PEPP-2, an X-linked human homeobox gene, encodes a transcriptional factor with similar cancer/testis restricted expression patterns in both human and mouse (29); it is also a member of a top 50 list of genes under strong positive selection between human and chimpanzee (30) . Otoancorin (OTOA) was reported to be specific to sensory epithelia of the inner ear (31), but has also been associated with ovarian and pancreatic cancer due to its homology with mesothelin, a cancer immunotherapy target (32) . AKAP4 (CT-X), identified in the 2-platform screen, exhibits weak expression in different cancer cell lines and encodes a kinase anchor protein (33) involved in the cAMP-regulation of motility (34) and was recently suggested as a CT gene in an independent study (35) .
All 3 confirmed genes are candidates for immunotherapy based on their restricted expression, and further investigation of their mRNA and protein expression in various tumors is warranted and ongoing. Given the comprehensive nature of our study and the limited number of confirmed novel CT candidates, it seems that the number of true CT genes matching the criterion of stringent testis-restricted expression profile has reached a plateau.
Although it is clear that the CT designation has been inappropriately given to a large number of genes with wide normal tissue expression, it is less evident how precisely the term CT should be applied. There is no difficulty with CT genes whose expression profile have a classic CT pattern; we estimate Ϸ39 genes presently in this category and Ϸ90% of them reside on the X chromosome. The challenge for the remaining CT genes, most of which are non-X coded, is that they are expressed in testis and cancer, but are also expressed in a limited number of normal tissues. Should these be designated CT? Perhaps the best solution at this point would be to assemble further information about CT genes and their products, including function, binding partners, evolutionary selection (36), control of gene expression, identification of expressing normal somatic cells, aberrant nonlineage expression in cancer, and immunogenicity, before establishing a uniform classification of CT genes.
Methods
Selection of CT Genes. A total of 153 CT genes (200 unique RefSeq transcript identifiers) were selected from the CT Antigen DB (http://www.cta.lncc.br) and by manual curation of the literature. Genes were annotated with their most current gene identifiers and merged based on shared National Center for Biotechnology Information RefSeq nucleotide identifiers (Dataset S7). Additional gene identifiers were obtained from RefSeq release 11 (37) , IPI version 3.29 (38) ; genomic coordinates were taken from the University of California, Santa Cruz Genome Browser hg18 human genome build (39) . Of these 153 genes, 83 that encode 107 RefSeq transcripts were mapped to the X chromosome (CT-X genes) whereas 70 genes were on autosomes (non-X CT genes). Subcellular localization was based on predictions in the human version of the LOCATE system (40) . SEREX information was obtained from the Cancer Immunome Database website (http://ludwig-sun5.unil.ch/CancerImmunomeDB). Ambiguities were resolved by manual curation.
Source of Expression Information. Gene expression profiles were determined based on 4 different sources: 99 CAGE libraries from the RIKEN FANTOM3 project (18) , 47 MPSS libraries (17, 23, 41) , a collection of 8401 cDNA expression libraries from the eVOC system (16) , and semiquantitative RT-PCR across 22 normal tissue samples. Source materials were annotated with regards to the anatomical site and pathological status of their source tissues. In cases where the anatomical source was unclassifiable, cell type information was used. Bone marrow/blood libraries were designated bone marrow, and all combinations with mucosa (colon, stomach) were merged into ''mucosa.'' Libraries not explicitly annotated as ''normal'' were considered as unclassified. Libraries from pooled tissue sources were ignored, and pooled samples were kept as long as the pathological and anatomical status was identical for all donors (see Dataset S1 for annotated libraries). RT-PCR results were manually binned into 5 groups of expression, ranging from 0 (not expressed) to 4 (strongly expressed). For each expression source, evidence values were normalized on a per-transcript basis by setting the highest expression evidence in normal tissues to a value of 1, reflecting relative changes in expression levels across tissues and pathological states. Pseudoarrays from the 4 expression sources were merged by summing the individual expression evidence scores for a given transcript from each platform. Expression profiles for multiple transcripts associated with the same gene were merged into a single representation, keeping the highest expression score for overlapping annotations. In arrays where annotation was ''merged'' into single columns based on their class (e.g., all cancer expression information), the highest expression score across all annotated libraries was kept for each gene.
Visualization and Ranking. Genes were divided into CT-X and non-X CT panels, then individually ranked by their expression properties in normal tissues and classified into the following 3 categories: (i) expression in testis and placenta only (testis-restricted); (ii) expression in testis, placenta and brain-regions only (testis/brain-restricted), and (iii) all other genes (testis-selective). Final ranking within each category was obtained by sorting based on decreasing level of normal tissue specificity as measured by the combined testis and placenta expression evidence divided by all normal expression evidence. All arrays were visualized using MeV 4.0 (www.tm4.org).
Clustering Methods. Associations between CT annotation and their classification were investigated by recording their assigned class; presence or absence in placenta, brain, testis, and developing ovary; their testis/placenta tissue specificity; their X vs. non-X chromosomal status; membership in a gene family; subcellular localization; and evolutionary status (36) followed by an analysis with the APRIORI algorithm (42) , which identifies association rules matching a predefined threshold of support (30%) and confidence (Ն 0.8) Search Criteria for CT Candidates. CT candidates were identified using the same in silico expression sources, but with no filters for minimum TPM value and satisfying the following criteria: (i) exhibit expression in testis and at least one cancer-associated tissue at 10 TPM (CAGE, MPSS) or presence in at least one EST/cDNA library with testis and cancer annotation; (ii) not be present above those levels in any other tissue except for placenta, ovary, and brain; and (iii) be supported independently by 2 platforms. Identified candidates were ranked using the same approach used to classify known CT genes. To increase coverage of CT-X genes, a second genome-wide search was conducted requiring support from only a single platform. Candidates were selected for RT-PCR validation by manual curation, removing hypothetical proteins, predicted genes and candidates with multiple publications indicating expression in somatic tissues.
RT-PCR. RNA preparations were purchased from the normal tissue panels of Clontech and Ambion or prepared from cancer cell lines using the RNAeasy kit (Qiagen) and were used to prepare cDNA for RT-PCR. A total of 1.0 g of RNA was reverse transcribed into cDNA in a total volume of 20 L using the Omniscript RT kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer's protocol using oligo(dT) 18 primers (Invitrogen). The cDNA was diluted 5 times and 3 L was used in the PCR with primers specific to each analyzed gene in a final volume of 25 L. Primers used for PCR amplification were designed to have an annealing temperature Ϸ60°C using Primer3 software (www.genome.wi.mit.edu/cgi-bin/primer/primer3www.cgi) and were chosen to encompass introns between exon sequences to avoid amplification of genomic DNA. DNase treatment was undertaken before cDNA synthesis to analyze intronless genes. Primers were designed to target all known variants of a gene in RefSeq and their specificity was confirmed by aligning with the National Center for Biotechnology Information sequence databases using BLAST (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/blast.cgi). Primer sequences and amplicon sizes are provided in Dataset S7.
JumpStart REDTaq ReadyMix (Sigma Aldrich) was used for amplification according to the manufacturer's instructions. Samples were amplified with a precycling hold at 95°C for 3 min, followed by 35 specific cycles of denaturation at 95°C for 15 seconds, annealing for 30 seconds (10 cycles at 60°C, 10 cycles at 58°C and 15 cycles at 56°C) and extension at 72°C for 30 seconds followed by a final extension step at 72°C for 7 min. ␤-actin was amplified as control. PCR products were separated on 1.5% agarose gels stained with ethidium bromide. For semiquantitative PCR analysis, RT-PCR products were classified into 0 (negative) to 4 (strongest signal) based on the intensity of the product on ethidium bromide-stained gels.
